
  
 

CHAPELCROSS SITE STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS FROM THE MEETING  

HELD ON FRIDAY 9 MARCH 2018 IN ANNAN TOWN HALL   
 

 
Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising  
The Minutes of the meeting of 15 December 2017 were approved. 
  
Chapelcross Site Closure Director’s Report – Mr John Grierson  
The focus on safety continues with not one injury since the last meeting.  The snow had resulted in challenging 
conditions for the site and thanks were given to neighbours and Dumfries and Galloway Council for their 
assistance in clearing roads to allow access.  The Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Survey returned a 72% 
response rate and analysis showed that Chapelcross site was above the NDA average.  Mr Grierson explained 
the Dashboard system for monitoring continuous improvement.  Heat exchanger deplanting is nearing 
completion signifying the next big transition on site.  The Socio Economic Scheme distributed £59,155 in grants 
to community groups, the largest of which was to the Devil’s Porridge Museum for a Chapelcross virtual reality 
legacy display. 
 
NDA Report – Mr Bill Hamilton  
The NDA has formally offered £495k for phase 2 of the CX project.  The final report from the Holliday Inquiry is 
expected in June 2018.  The NDA Chairs meeting in London in February was very well received.  A Stakeholder 
Summit is being planned for July 2018 at Berkeley.  The NDA has produced guidance for SSGs but will not 
interfere in those which are being well run. 
 
Presentation on Skills Development 
Ms Jacqueline Longrigg, Head of Skills at the NDA, gave a presentation on skills development and training and 
how this fits with the wider strategy.  It is proposed to increase apprenticeships from 2,000 to 4,000 through the 
supply chain as well as at sites.  The subject of skills development led to much discussion and can be read in 
the full Minutes of the meeting. 
 
ONR Report 
Mr John Jacobs was not present at the meeting but provided a report in advance of the meeting. 
 
SEPA Report – Mr David Stone  
There has not yet been a compliance assessment in 2018 but there will be at least five inspections during the 
year.  Last year’s site inspections, data returns and other reporting by the site was determined by SEPA as 
‘excellent’, with no breaches of authorisations. 
 
Update from Scottish Government – Mr Ewan Young  
Mr Young provided an update on the Scottish Nuclear Sites Group meeting to be held on 26 April; Euratom; 
Nuclear Safeguards Bill; Basic Safety Standards Directive (BSSD) and Proportionate Regulatory Control.  The 
NDA will assist BEIS with Engagement Workshops on Proportionate Regulatory Control, one of which will be in 
Scotland. 
 
External Meetings and Invitations – Cllr Archie Dryburgh  
Chair, Cllr Dryburgh reported on the NDA Chairs meeting in London in February which he attended with Vice 
Chair, Cllr McClelland, and found very informative.  Attendees at the meeting also got the opportunity to meet 
with Steven Holliday for an update on the Holliday Inquiry and look forward to receiving the final report.   
 
CX Project – Mr Jason Syers   
Mr Steve Szostak has moved on and was thanked for this contribution to the project.  A Memorandum of 
Understanding for phase 2 of the CX project has been signed by the NDA, Dumfries and Galloway Council and 
Scottish Enterprise.  Mr Syers described the huge opportunities and aspirations for the next phase of the project and 
the redevelopment of the site.  Investment in infrastructure will be required as a priority.  Discussions are also taking 
place with the Borderlands Initiative and South of Scotland Economic Partnership. 
 
Questions and Observations 
After each presentation, a number of questions were asked by members, which can be read with the responses, 
in the full Minutes of the meeting, available from the SSG Secretariat. 
 
Any Other Business 
Youth representatives from Lockerbie and Annan Academies are to be invited to meetings. 
 
Next Meeting – Friday 15 June 2018 at 10.00 am in Annan Town Hall. 
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Chapelcross Site Stakeholder Group 
 

Minutes of the Meeting held on Friday 9 March 2018 at 10.00 am 
at Council Chambers, Annan Town Hall, High Street, Annan 

 
Present:  
 
Cllr Archie Dryburgh (representing Annandale East and Eskdale) (Chair) 
Mr Harry Brown (2KM Resident Representative)  
Mrs Jill Callander (SSG Secretary) 
Mr John Grierson (Regional Closure Director – Chapelcross and Hunterston A)  
Mr Bill Hamilton (Nuclear Decommissioning Authority, NDA) 
Cllr Sean Marshall (representing Annandale South) 
Cllr Henry McClelland (representing Annandale South) (Vice Chair)  
Mr Willie McNairn (2km Resident Representative)  

 Mr Ian Park (Chapelcross Union Representative)  
 Mr David Stone (Scottish Environment Protection Agency, SEPA) 
 Mr Jason Syers (D&G Council, Strategic Projects Manager) 
 Cllr Stephen Thompson (representing Annandale North)  
 Mr Ewan Young (Scottish Government) 
 Ms Jacqueline Longrigg (NDA Head of Skills) 
 
  

Apologies: 
 
Cllr Richard Brodie (representing Annandale South) 
Mr Martin Brown (Federation of Community Councils) 
Dr Nigel Calvert (Public Health Medicine, NHS Dumfries and Galloway) 
Mr Ranajoy Dey (NDA Programme Manager) 
Mr Quintin Donald, Rural Payments and Inspections Directorate  
Cllr Douglas Fairbairn (representing Annandale North) 
Mr David Mundell, MP 
Mr Oliver Mundell, MSP 
Ms Jaime Nicholson (D&G Council, Principal Officer Facilities Annandale and Eskdale) 

 Cllr Ronnie Tait (representing Annandale East and Eskdale) 
 Mr Alex Thomson (Federation of Community Councils) 
 Cllr Adam Wilson (representing Annandale North) 
 

In Attendance:  
 

 Mrs Sheila Adams (Minutes) 
 Ms Charlotte Swale (Dumfriesshire Newspapers) 
  
1. Chairman’s Welcome  

 
Cllr Dryburgh, Chair, opened the meeting and thanked Cllr McClelland for chairing the last 
meeting in his absence.  He welcomed Jacqueline Longrigg, Head of Skills at the NDA, to the 
meeting.  
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2. Announcements and Apologies (including Declarations of Interest)  

 The Secretary read the Apologies as listed above. 
  
 On behalf of Cllr Marshall who had temporarily left the room, Cllr Dryburgh confirmed that Cllr 

Marshall is employed by Magnox Limited and was attending the meeting as a Councillor, 
representing Annandale South.   
 
The Secretary advised that Mr Alex Thomson, Federation of Community Councils, was injured 
falling off a ladder at his workplace and best wishes for his recovery would be sent from the 
SSG. 

  
3. Minutes of Previous Meeting and Matters Arising 

 The Minutes of the meeting of 15 December 2017 were approved as a true record and 
proposed as such by Mr Ian Park and seconded by Mr Willie McNairn. 

 
 Action points from the last meeting – 

 
NDA presentation on Skills Development – Agenda item 6 – action complete. 
 
EDI discussion was arranged for the Chair and Vice Chair – action complete. 
 

4. Chapelcross Site Closure Director’s Report – Mr John Grierson 
(including update on Magnox Socio-Economic Scheme) 

Mr Grierson started his presentation, as always, with safety, and was extremely pleased to 
report that there had not been a single injury since the last meeting, which was outstanding 
with the weather challenges.  He recorded his thanks to Dumfries and Galloway Council and 
neighbours of the site for their hard work and assistance with clearing snow to allow access. 
 
The new year had started with a stand down to refocus minds on safety, for which the opening 
address had been given by the Managing Director and Deputy Managing Director of Magnox.  
This emphasised the commitment to safety and was one of the best safe starts. 
 
Mr Grierson was pleased to have received an excellent result in SEPA’s Compliance 
Assessment for 2017 and similarly the last routine inspection by ONR was graded as “green” 
on all licence conditions. 
 
The most dangerous aspect of the site currently is the roads which lead to the site which badly 
need repaired and Mr Grierson added that any help that Councillors can give in prioritising this 
would be appreciated. 
 
Under Business, the estimated cost of work for the financial year is £42m. 
 
The Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) survey issued across the estate received a 
72% response rate which is a healthy return and demonstrates that staff do care.  A 
Summary document has been published, which shows that Chapelcross follows similar 
trends across the estate.  More in-depth analysis of the survey for comparison shows 
Chapelcross at 84% response rate and above the NDA average and while there is still 
more work to be done, this has provided a good starting point to inform going forward.  
  
Approaching the end of the Heat Exchanger job signifies the next big transition.  As work 
on the Heat Exchangers decreases, work under Waste Operations will increase for the 
high activity waste programme.  Employee numbers are currently stable and contractor 
numbers as high as they will be going forward. 
 
As the question had been asked at a Hunterston SSG meeting on what the baseline is for 
monitoring continuous improvement, Mr Grierson described the Dashboard System 
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introduced by the Parent Body Organisation (PBO), Cavendish Fluor Partnership (CFP), 
and explained the matrix on the dashboard from which measurements are taken, which 
includes goals, leadership and project activities. 
 
An Accident graph showed that there had been no accidents in six months and 
improvements have been made on site.   
 
Mr Grierson explained the key activities and work programmes on the Critical Path 
diagram.  The final heat exchanger deplanting work has been delayed by winds and snow 
causing challenges on final lifts but this is now expected to be complete by early May.  
Waste from the heat exchanger components will leave the site next week to be taken to 
the waste disposal Company, Cyclife, on transporters.  This is expected to be complete by 
mid-April.    The top ducts will be sent to Sweden for smelting and others will go to 
Lillyhall. 
 
The site is waiting for handling equipment to be commissioned for the ponds and is facing 
challenges in getting the right temperatures.  New cranes will take the sludge retrieved to the 
storage area. 
 
Photos were shown of the Waste Processing Plant which is being prepared for stripping out. 
Mock ups of the equipment have been made to enable trials away from the plant. 
 
Under Asset Care and Maintenance, a lot of work is being carried out on the south site access 
paths.  The Chapelcross Processing Plant (CXPP) is still having heating problems but this is 
expected to be switched on in the next few weeks. 

Mr Grierson was pleased with progress on the Interim Storage Facility building. The steel 
works are finished and cladding is now being done, with insulation to follow.  The site is 
waiting for the Advanced Vacuum Drying System (AVDS) and Mobile Intermediate Level 
Waste Encapsulation Plant (MILWEP) which is coming to Chapelcross from Bradwell.  
The contract for the infrastructure has been let to Storeys and training is being undertaken 
in that area, with active commissioning expected in January 2019. 
 
The Scottish Power / Iberdrola building is now up and being fitted out.  The site oversees 
work here to ensure compliance within the licensed area. 
 
Chapelcross’ Socio Economic Scheme, will finish the financial year with a healthy £59,155 
awarded overall to applicants.  The Devil’s Porridge Museum was awarded a large grant 
for a Chapelcross Legacy Exhibition and Mr Grierson recommended visiting this including 
the virtual reality display. 
 
Stakeholder engagement photos included site visits from Chapelcross Site Stakeholder 
Group members and visits from apprentices and graduates at Sellafield.  Active Schools, 
Riding of the Marches and Disabled Athletics were other stakeholder beneficiaries. 
 
Mr Grierson concluded his presentation by reminding members of the Target Zero 
campaign, with safety always being the site’s number one priority. 
 
Questions and Observations 
 
Cllr Dryburgh confirmed that he had emailed the Council’s Road Department and requested 
that roads around the site are fixed as a priority. 
 
Cllr McClelland referred to contractor numbers of 80 – 120 and asked what the numbers will 
become when work on the heat exchangers finishes.  Mr Grierson advised that numbers can 
vary daily but he would expect there to be 60 less contract workers when the heat exchangers 
are complete.  Some contractors will be required on site for compliance.  Cllr McClelland 
asked what proportion of the 60 person reduction would be local.  Mr Grierson could not give 
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an exact percentage but there is generally a 50/50 split.  He added that some locals have 
already left the site, having secured other work. 
 
 
Mr McNairn pointed out that Mr David Armstrong of Beechhill Farm had cleared the road of 
snow last Friday and should be thanked.  Mr Grierson advised that this would be done and 
described the difficult conditions caused by the snow.  Hunterston faced similar challenges 
with the catering facilities and had to provide food for 190 people.  Personnel had been stuck 
on site overnight on Thursday and had been fed from the canteen supplies at Chapelcross.  
The tractor of the contractor who normally clears the snow had broken down so it was a 
difficult period for all but Mr Grierson was relieved that the site got through it with no incidents.  
Cllr Marshall advised that staff had also been stuck on site at Glaxo and he had been in close 
contact with the site and the Council’s Emergency Services.  Mr Grierson added that the shift 
had been on site from 6.30am on the Thursday to 3.00 pm the following day and thanked local 
farmers and the Council for their efforts.  Mr Grierson asked Council members to take his 
thanks back to the Council. 
 
Mr Park noted the message at the safe start stand down in January from both Tony Moore, 
Magnox, and Steve Fisher, NDA, was safety, safety, safety, for the workforce, the public and 
the environment.  Mr Grierson reiterated that safe delivery is always the focus and there is no 
point in delivering otherwise.  He is very pleased with the safety focus on site, particularly as 
the heat exchanger deplanting can cause some vulnerability for the workforce.  It is hoped that 
the transition will be quick and painless and there will be pathways for staff to follow. 
 
Cllr Dryburgh was pleased to see the help given to small, local groups through the Socio 
Economic Scheme.  Mr Grierson urged any members involved with community groups to 
encourage them to apply for funding. 
  

5. NDA Reports  - Mr Bill Hamilton  
 
Mr Hamilton began his report with the good news that a letter offering £495k, for the 
second phase of the CX project from the NDA’s Socio Economic Programme, was on its 
way to Mr Syers at Dumfries and Galloway Council. 
 
The independent investigation into the Magnox Competition by the National Audit Office 
was complete and all the recommendations of the report had been implemented.  The 
Public Accounts Committee had interviewed a number of people and also produced a 
report with a number of recommendations, on which progress was being made.  An 
interim report from the Holliday Inquiry was produced a few months ago and it is expected 
that the Secretary of State will publish the Final Report around June 2018.  Mr Hamilton 
reminded members that the NDA is still under Government scrutiny and the 
recommendations by the various bodies have been or are being implemented. 
 
The management of Magnox sites beyond August 2019 when the contract with Cavendish 
Fluor Partnership (CFP) and the NDA ends has still to be decided and a decision is 
expected to be ratified by the Secretary of State within the next month.  The transition to a 
new way of working is very important and a dedicated Transition Team is working closely 
with CFP and the sites to ensure a smooth transition.  The Transition Team will visit every 
site to speak to the workforce and the transition will not make a difference to staffing 
numbers, terms and conditions etc. 
 

 The NDA Chairs meeting in London in February was a very good session with Chairs and 
Vice Chairs from the Site Stakeholder Groups.  Attendees had received an interesting 
briefing from the NDA and BEIS on Geological Disposal Facilities and an informal 
question and answer session with the NDA’s Chief Executive. 

 
 A very successful Stakeholder Summit had been held in September 2017 and a similar 

event is being planned for July 2018 at Berkeley College..   
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Questions and Observations 
  

 Action – Cllr Dryburgh requested that the SSG Secretariat formally write to thank the 
NDA for the £495k contribution to the CX project. 
 

 Cllr Dryburgh recorded his thanks to Mr Steve Szostak for his work on the CX project. 
 
 Cllr Thompson asked about the governance arrangements and what sort of oversight the 

SSG would have to ensure that priority is given to the GLA Masterplans.  Mr Syers 
confirmed that the same arrangements will continue but the focus will change. 

 
 Mr Park referred to a meeting he had attended in Birmingham where Cavendish Fluor 

Partnership proposed introducing reduced Terms and Conditions to new staff and asked 
Mr Hamilton if this was driven by the NDA or CFP.  Mr Hamilton responded that 
contractual arrangements are between the employer and employee and not the NDA.  Mr 
Grierson clarified that the changes have been driven by Magnox and assured members 
that there will be no changes to the terms and conditions of the 3,000 currently employed 
by Magnox and any changes will affect only a small number of people employed going 
forward.  Mr Hamilton understood the perspective of the Trade Unions but reiterated that it 
was for the Unions to negotiate and was not down to the NDA.  Mr Grierson added that 
there was a pathway to resolution. 

 
 Cllr Marshall asked if the NDA looked at some sites going into Care and Maintenance as 

part of the Site Stakeholder Group review by the NDA.  Mr Hamilton replied that this was 
not the case and the review was intended to provide guidelines and ensure that SSGs 
were being run properly.  The NDA recognised that the SSGs had been established some 
years ago and some had different Constitutions.  The review exposed some discrepancies 
between SSGs and Constitutions and some SSGs were acting outwith their remit.  Due to 
the Court Case on the Magnox Competition and the new Contract to be agreed, the 
restructuring of SSGs is not now a priority for the NDA and the NDA will not be taking a 
heavy handed approach or interfering in SSGs which are running properly. 

 
 Mr Hamilton referred to longer-term Care and Maintenance and the difference between 

communities.  Chapelcross is eight years away, Bradwelll is next year.  There is not an 
estate-wide blue-print and lessons will be learned along the way by talking to sites.  The 
Site Stakeholder Groups will continue after Care and Maintenance and bespoke solutions 
will be decided for each site with the agreement of the SSGs. 

 
 Cllr Dryburgh referred to the changes required within Chapelcross SSG’s Constitution and 

invited members to sit on a Sub Group with himself, Cllr McClelland, Cllr Marshall and Mrs 
Callander to review the Constitution.   

  
6. Presentation on Skills Development – Ms Jacqueline Longrigg, NDA Head of Skills  

 Ms Longrigg introduced herself as being local and having been in post for two months.  
The NDA’s Industrial Strategy sets out its long-term plan to boost the productivity and 
earning power of people throughout the UK.  The five foundations of the Strategy are: 
Ideas, People, Infrastructure, Business Environment and Places.  Ms Longrigg explained 
the Nuclear Sector Deal which involves partnerships between government and industry on 
sector specific issues, creating opportunities to boost productivity, employment, skills and 
innovation.  Ms Longrigg described the Nuclear Skills Operating Model and NDA priorities 
within Skills and Vision which include apprenticeships; skills gaps; subject matter experts 
(SMEs); technical and professional skills; transferability and mobility and stem 
engagement.  There are currently 2,000 apprentices within the sector which the NDA 
hopes to increase to 4,000 within the next couple of years.  This is very ambitious but 
includes the supply chain and not just sites.  Ms Longrigg has requested an analysis of a 
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Nuclear Graduates Programme started in 2008 to see where graduates are located within 
20 miles of sites and she will share the findings of this with the SSG in due course. 

 
 Questions and Observations 
  
 Cllr Dryburgh thanked Ms Longrigg for her presentation, which is appended to the Minutes. 
 
 Mrs Callander asked if there is a link to Skills Development and Talent information on the NDA 

website where people who may be interested in this field could access information.  Ms 
Longrigg responded that this information is not currently readily available and would like to see 
a portal.  Mr Hamilton added that there is a portal for the Graduate Scheme.   

 
 Cllr Dryburgh asked what had become of the National Skills Academy for Nuclear (NSAN).  Ms 

Longrigg advised that the NSAN does still exist but not in its original format.  Cllr Dryburgh 
referred to the opportunity given to Chapelcross workers to gain fundamental qualifications in 
Maths and English at Sellafield.  Ms Longrigg confirmed that there is a realisation within the 
sector that problems need addressed now and the NDA wants to make sure that opportunities 
are available to local young people, for new entrants and existing employees.  400 Subject 
Matter Experts (SMEs) will retire in the next five years.  This has been known for ten years and 
there is only five years remaining so action needs taken now as skills is the key intervention to 
improving people’s lives.  Cllr Dryburgh considered that this is an opportune time for action 
with the creation of the South of Scotland Economic Partnership and Borderlands Initiative 
which could assist and urged Ms Longrigg to speak to Mr Syers. 

 
 Mr Park mentioned a briefing that he had received earlier in the week from Mandy Walker, 

Talent, Learning and Development Manager at Magnox who had indicated differences 
between Scotland and England in Cavendish Fluor Partnership apprenticeships.  Mr Park is 
keen for people to be upskilled and asked for confirmation that Scottish sites would receive the 
same opportunities as English sites, which Ms Longrigg confirmed was the case. 

 
 Cllr McClelland referred to the significance of Chapelcross site to the GDP (gross domestic 

product), which would take a lot to replace in eight years’ time.  He referred to the mobility, 
transferability, experience and ability of a young workforce and asked what the focus is on the 
site to retain skills within the industry and locally.  Mr Grierson explained the succession 
management on site and performance management development.  Career progression is 
available through performance appraisals.  New recruits will be sought to backfill vacancies 
caused by career promotion.  Mr Grierson referred to different types of people – some who 
choose to work on at Chapelcross until retirement and others who find employment beyond 
Chapelcross and transfer their skills to other areas or move to other locations.  He reminded 
members of the transition in 2013 when there was difficulty in getting people to go to Sellafield.  
Those who did are doing very well but not as many moved as there could have been.  Due to 
the site going to Care and Maintenance in 2026 instead of 2017, it is hoped that the stepped 
change will not see a significant drop in the economy.  Ms Longrigg added that lessons were 
learned in 2013 and career paths and Job Descriptions are now standardised to enable 
transfer and mobility.   There are also opportunities through increased and improved 
technology. 

 
 Mr Syers supported Mr Grierson’s points and hoped that by working with the Borderlands 

Initiative and South of Scotland Economic Partnership that the area would see a big spike in 
GDP.  He added that the first phase of the CX project focussed on transitioning and working 
with local businesses.  The second phase will focus on the Chapelcross site itself and its 
redevelopment and is a huge opportunity to make a major economic impact on Dumfries and 
Galloway and the Borderlands and not just Annandale and Eskdale.  The focus for 
redevelopment will be on clean, green energy and transferable skills.  Mixed use industrial 
development will have a massive economic impact and great potential.  A Skills Base will be 
built to attract young people back into the region to counteract the ageing workforce. 

 
 Cllr Thompson considered it sad that an equivalent qualification cannot be recognised in 

Scotland and England.  He referred to the apprenticeships within the NDA and asked how 
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joined up this is and if existing projects can be brought together.  He suggested using some of 
the £495k to develop skills.  Ms Longrigg confirmed that this is her job remit and she will be 
looking at disparate projects and standardising communications across the estate.  She added 
that there is a separate budget for skills development within the Single Strategy and the £495k 
for the CX project should focus on other areas.  

 
 Cllr Marshall noted that although one Strategy will be developed there are different ways of 

delivering and noted that NSAN had limited success.  He referred to decades of work and 
opportunities and warned that care needs to be taken not to encourage people to move away 
when they can be retrained at Chapelcross which has had a good reputation for quality for 60 
years.  Cllr Marshall added that Chapelcross has started to make a dignified exit to lower 
expectations and thought that the NDA may have to target apprenticeship opportunities within 
the supply chain directly rather than through sites.  An opportunity for a Scottish hub of the 
Nuclear College in Cumbria at the Chapelcross site as part of CX Project Phase 2 may be an  
interesting prospect and Cllr Marshall urged the NDA to manage expectations and look for 
opportunities. 

  
 Mr Park sought confirmation that Chapelcross workforce would be able to access jobs across 

the NDA estate.  Ms Longrigg confirmed that there will be more collaboration and shared 
opportunities. 

 
7. Other reports from SSG Bodies – ONR, SEPA, Scottish Government 

ONR  
The ONR report for the period October - December 2017, circulated with meeting papers, was 
taken as read.  Mr Rob Eales was not present at the meeting. 
 
SEPA – Mr David Stone   
 

 SEPA’s report, distributed with the meeting papers, was taken as read.  Mr Stone reported that 
there had not yet been a compliance assessment this year but there would be at least five 
inspections in 2018.  SEPA will continue to engage with the site on the management of solid 
waste.  Themes for the current year include management procedures, maintenance, 
ventilation and gaseous discharges.  Last year’s site inspections, data returns and other 
reporting by the site was determined by SEPA as ‘excellent’, with no breaches of 
authorisations.  Over the last year SEPA has engaged with the site to put processes into place 
and it will now engage with the technical aspects.  Interactions with other Regulators will be 
included in reports to standardise reporting.  The site will be moving towards revocation of its 
authorisation.   

 
 Questions and Observations 
 
 Cllr Dryburgh congratulated the site on its ‘excellent’ rating for reporting and compliance.   
 
  Scottish Government – Mr Ewan Young  
 

Mr Young began his report by advising of the date for the next Scottish Nuclear Sites Group 
meeting, which is scheduled for Thursday 26 April 2018.  This meeting will include a 
presentation by the Magnox Scottish Region Closure Director, Mr John Grierson, on an item of 
interest to the membership of the Group.     
 
Euratom 
The Scottish Government continues to maintain protection of the environment and human 
health to robust international standards where it has devolved responsibility, including for 
radioactive substances, where some standards are currently set in Directives under the 
Euratom Treaty.  It continues to look to the UK Government to ensure the same for reserved 
matters. It shall continue to work, including in cooperation with the other three administrations in 
the UK, to assess the impacts of exiting from the Euratom Treaty, and to mitigate any negative 
effects on Scotland.  As this is a constantly evolving item, the Scottish Government 
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recommends regular checking of its website and in particular the news page for the latest 
updates  http://news.gov.scot.     
 
 
 
 
 
Nuclear Safeguards Bill 
This Bill forms part of the measures required to be taken prior to the UK leaving Euratom. The 
Bill addresses critical nuclear safeguarding issues, to ensure that there are no doubts about 
ownership of and responsibility for nuclear materials. This will enable the UK to demonstrate 
compliance with international agreements.   
 
Mr Young explained that the Bill was needed as; 

 The UK has committed, as a member of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to 
have in place nuclear safeguards, which are processes that allow countries to show to the 
international community that civil nuclear material is only used for civil activities.  

 The UK nuclear safeguards regime is currently provided primarily by the European Atomic 
Energy Community (Euratom).  

 The EU and Euratom are uniquely legally joined so as a result of the intention to leave the 
EU the process for leaving Euratom commenced.   

 The Bill enables the UK to set up a domestic safeguards regime to meet international 
commitments on safeguards, and nuclear non-proliferation, standards.  

 The new domestic nuclear safeguards regime will be equivalent in effectiveness and 
coverage to that currently provided for by Euratom.  

 The new regime will be run by the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) which already 
regulates nuclear safety and nuclear security.  

 
Once in force the Bill will: 

 The measures in the Bill will amend the Energy Act 2013 to:  

 replace the ONR’s existing nuclear safeguards purposes with a new nuclear safeguards 
purposes definition (the ONR will regulate the new nuclear safeguards regime using its 
existing relevant functions and powers);  

 create new powers for the Secretary of State, so he can put in place in regulations the 
detail of the domestic safeguards regime, such as accounting, reporting, control and 
inspection arrangements;  

 The Bill will also create a limited power for the Secretary of State by regulations to amend the 
Nuclear Safeguards and Electricity (Finance) Act 1978, Nuclear Safeguards Act 2000 and 
the Nuclear Safeguards (Notification) Regulations 2004. This is so that references in 
legislation to existing international agreements can be updated once new international 
agreements have been reached.  

 The UK has been a member of the IAEA since its formation in 1957 and will continue to 
apply civil nuclear safeguards in the UK.  
 

The Bill is currently at the Committee stage in the House of Lords and is undergoing scrutiny. 
The first stage took place on Thursday 23 February and the members discussed subjects which 
included reports on the implementation of agreements reached with the European Atomic 
Energy Community (Euratom) on nuclear safeguards and access to medical isotopes. The next 
day of Committee stage is Thursday 1 March 2018.    
 
If the Bill has been amended it is reprinted with all the agreed amendments. At the end of 
Committee Stage, the Bill moves to report stage for further scrutiny.    
 
Colleagues in the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) have kindly 
produced a set of factsheets for ease of understanding.  
 
The link to the factsheets is as follows:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nuclear-safeguards-bill-factsheets  

http://news.gov.scot/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nuclear-safeguards-bill-factsheets
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Basic Safety Standards Directive (BSSD) 
Although the UK Government plans to take the UK out of the Euratom Treaty framework, the UK 
is still a member at this time and are obliged to transpose this Directive, which will be a part of 
domestic law on leaving Euratom.  The BSSD is a complex and wide ranging Directive. It lays 
down minimum radiation safety standards for medical patients, workers, and members of the 
public. The requirements cover planned exposure situations (e.g. nuclear medicine, nuclear 
power, and other industrial activities that use radioactivity) as well as existing exposure 
situations (e.g. the management of legacy radioactive contaminated land). The Directive also 
covers arrangements for responding to emergency exposure situations, ranging from spills in 
hospitals to major nuclear emergencies incorporating the lessons learned from the Fukushima 
nuclear accident. 
 
The Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has advised that it has 
transposed the majority of requirements of the BSSD by the transposition deadline of 6 
February 2018.  The draft regulations will be completed in March 2018 and then sent to the 
European Commission in April 2018. Following this the draft regulations will be published in May 
2018, together with the UK Government response to the consultations undertaken earlier.     
With regard to the Emergency Preparedness and Response it is the intention to lay the relevant 
regulations in the UK Parliament in Autumn 2018. 
 
There is to be a write round of relevant Ministers in May 2018 advising them of the work done to 
date and the next steps required to enable the legislation to come into force.    
 
Proportionate Regulatory Control (PRC)  
This item makes proposals which will result in the final stages of decommissioning and clean up 
being regulated under the existing environmental and health and safety legislation that applies 
to radioactive and non-radioactive substances at all non-nuclear sites. This would be by the 
various environmental regulators across the UK, rather than the Office for Nuclear Regulation 
(ONR).  In Scotland this would be SEPA.  This work is being led by BEIS and the current 
position is that the final version of the consultation document, was approved by the regulators 
and BEIS in December.  The Impact Assessment associated with the consultation was 
approved by the BEIS Chief Economist in January and is now being scrutinised by the 
Regulatory Policy Committee, which should provide a response by 2 March.  When the Impact 
Assessment is approved, the whole consultation package will undertake a write around to UK 
Government Ministers together with the respective Devolved Administration Ministers. All being 
well, it is expected that the consultation will be published in late March/early April.  The 
consultation will run for a minimum of eight weeks up to a maximum of twelve weeks.   There 
are no nuclear sites in Northern Ireland, so the consultation will not directly affect Northern 
Ireland.  The consultation proposes amendments to primary legislation (the Nuclear Installations 
Act 1965) and legal advice is that the most straightforward approach would be to develop new 
secondary legislation in support of these amendments.  BEIS is also working with the 
Environment Agency and Natural Resources Wales to scope out possible amendments to the 
Environmental Permitting Regulations 2016 (England and Wales).  SEPA is kindly supporting 
this work. 

 
 Questions and Observations 
 

With regard to Proportionate Regulatory Control, Mr Hamilton added that the NDA is 
supporting BEIS in Engagement Workshops, one of which will be held in Scotland and SSG 
representatives will be invited. 
 
Mr Park referred to the good presentation from the NDA on what it is planning in relation to 
skills development and asked for reassurance that the Scottish Government will support this. 
 
 
Mr Young commented that this is not his Policy area and colleagues are addressing this. 
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Cllr Marshall asked for an update on the Higher Activity Waste Strategy.  Mr Young advised 
that the Strategy is at implementation stage and is being worked towards.  An update with 
stepladder diagram was provided at a recent SCCORS meeting.  Cllr Marshall asked if there 
was a timeline for final guidance and definition of near site, near surface.  Mr Young 
responded that guidance is being taken from professional bodies.  Cllr Marshall requested 
sight of a timeline at the next SSG meeting. 
 

8. External Meetings and Invitations – 
 NDA Chairs meeting – 14 February 2018, London   

Cllr Dryburgh had provided a written report in the meeting papers, which was taken as read.  
He reported that he had asked at the meeting if money would be committed to the ONR for 
retention and recruitment and was told that it was not but it was now known that the 
Government is putting money into the ONR budget for this purpose.  Cllr Dryburgh added that 
there will be succession planning for SSGs. 
 
Meeting with Holliday Inquiry Team – 14 February 2018, London 
SSG Chairs had met with Steven Holliday who provided an update on the Magnox Inquiry.  
Lessons had been learned by the NDA.  Cllr McClelland added that the language used in the 
Holliday report was very easy to read and understand and he looked forward to reading the 
final report. 
 

9. CX Project - Mr Jason Syers  
 
 Mr Syers thanked Mr Hamilton for the formal offer of £495k from the NDA for the CX project.  

Mr Syers confirmed that a Memorandum of Understanding was signed in January by the NDA, 
Dumfries and Galloway Council and Scottish Enterprise committing to the strategic delivery of 
the project.  He added that the Local Authority will add additionality through funding from its 
Capital Programme.  The governance arrangements are the same as in the first phase, 
comprising Council Officers and NDA and Magnox representatives.  Key performance 
indicators over the life of the project have been clearly set out and a Delivery Group will 
oversee this on a bi-monthly cycle.  Mr Syers advised that CoReS now has a key strategic 
focus.  The ambition for the site is mixed use and industrial development with jobs across 
different sectors to ensure GDP sustainability.  The scale of the development is such that there 
are aspirations to create more jobs than through the lifecycle of the site itself and there is a 
real opportunity for sustainable opportunities not seen before in the UK.  The emergence of 
the newly formed South of Scotland Economic Partnership is also an exciting opportunity and 
Officers have been busy appraising how the site will evolve.  Discussions are taking place with 
colleagues on a Simplified Planning Zone, which is cutting new ground in Dumfries and 
Galloway.  The timeframe for this is the end of the summer, to dovetail with the Borderlands 
Initiative. 

 
 Questions and Observations 
 
 Cllr Dryburgh noted that Mr Steve Szostak had moved on and asked if he is to be replaced in 

the Council. Mr Syers confirmed that this was the intention but because specialist skills are 
required, it might be more appropriate for a secondment in the first year, then a review.   

 
 Cllr Marshall noted that the first and second phases of the CX project would be very different.  

The success of the delivery of the Masterplans in Phase 1 would need to continue through 
Phase 2 for the GLA corridor and Cllr Marshall considered it important that the vacancy is filled 
to fulfil the aspirations of the site. 

 
 Mr Park noted that it is apparent that development of the site depends on infrastructure and 

asked if there was any progress on the motorway developments.  Mr Syers responded that the 
Council is well aware of this need and this is being discussed with Borderlands but the whole 
picture is still emerging.   
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 Cllr Dryburgh considered that the priority was to get businesses on site with small 
improvements initially then the large scale infrastructure improvements would follow.  Cllr 
Marshall added that the road infrastructure is important and has to be looked at as a priority.  
Most roads around the site are U or C class roads and Chapelcross is one of the largest 
employers in Dumfries and Galloway.  He considered that the infrastructure focus should be 
on the CX and Borderlands projects. 

 
 Action – Cllr Dryburgh requested that the SSG Secretariat formally write to thank the 

Mr Szostak for his contribution to the CX project. 
 

 Action – Cllr Dryburgh requested that D&G Council provides SSG meetings with 
updates and an in-depth report before Christmas 2018.   

 
 Mr Syers commented that as detail on the Borderlands submission becomes known, more will 

be learnt about priorities and timescales.  Cllr Thompson asked when the Borderlands 
timetable would be known and how the SSG members would see the detail in between 
meetings.  Mr Syers confirmed that detail would be provided to the SSG once the Borderlands 
proposal has been submitted. 

 
 Mr Syers advised that copies of the CX Phase 1 Annual Report are now available. Copies of 

which were available at the meeting. 
 
10. Any Other Business 

 With regard to skills development, Cllr Thompson noted that the youngest person around the 
table was over 40 and asked that youth representatives are invited to SSG meetings.  Mrs 
Callander advised that Youth Parliament members are invited to meetings but Friday mornings 
are difficult for them to attend.  It was suggested that the Head Boys and Head Girls of 
Lockerbie and Annan Academies are invited to meetings. 

 
 Action – Cllr Thompson/Secretariat to contact with Lockerbie and Annan Academy 

pupils and invite youth parliament representatives to SSG meetings. 
 
11. Public Forum 

No members of the public were present. 
  
12. Next Meeting – Friday 15 June 2018   
 

The date of the next meeting was confirmed as Friday 15 June 2018. 
 
The Chair thanked everyone for attending and closed the meeting at 12.05 pm. 
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Chapelcross

John Grierson 
Chapelcross Closure Director

Site Stakeholder Group Presentation
9 March 2018

Chapelcross

• Site News

• Care & Maintenance Programme

• Socio Economics

• Magnox in the Community

• Final Thoughts

Agenda 

Chapelcross

• EHSS&Q Performance
– Overall Safety Performance
– Weather Challenges
– 2018 Safe Start
– SEPA Compliance Assessment Scheme
– ONR Routine Surveillance Visit

• Business
– 2017/18 SPI = 1.14, CPI = 1.1, EAC - £42.2M
– Equality, Diversity and Inclusion

• Workforce
– Commenced Heat Exchanger Transition
– Waste Operations
– NDA Site Programme Manager
– Employees 182, ASW 18, CSW 2, 
– Contractors ~ 80 - 120

Site News 
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Dashboard 
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Chapelcross

What’s being done now….

Chapelcross

What’s being done now….

Chapelcross

What’s being done now….

Chapelcross

What’s being done now….

Chapelcross

What’s next….

Chapelcross

Magnox Socio-Economic Scheme

Chapelcross Applications 2017/18

Applications Pending 0

Applications Rejected 1

Application Withdrawn 1

Applications Successful 17

Total Applications to Date 19

Funding Under £1K Schemes Awarded £5,905 (11)

Funding Over £1K Schemes Awarded £53,250 (6)

TOTAL AMOUNT OF FUNDING AWARDED £59,155 (17)
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Chapelcross

Chapelcross Legacy Exhibition – VR 

Chapelcross

Chapelcross Stakeholder Activity

Chapelcross

BUT . . .

Safety of the workers, public and the environment
has always been, and always will be, this industry’s No 1 Priority

Final Thoughts….

Chapelcross

BUT . . .Any Questions….
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